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Direction of derivation is determined by semantic complexity, isn’t it?

The case of life and death, natural and by unnatural causes

1. ‘dead’ – ‘alive’

The opposition between these two stative notions is the very general one of negation:  to

be dead is not to be alive, and to be alive is not to be dead.  And these are categorical

opposites, not gradual ones (notwithstanding such expressions as half-dead:  if you’re

half-dead, you’re still alive rather than dead).

Now, suppose derivation is involved in expressing NEG in this case:  Which of the two

opposites would be chosen as basic?

dead –> NEG-dead or alive –> NEG-alive

Alas, in English and German, derivation isn’t involved, and separate lexical items are

available for both opposites:

dead – alive

tot – lebend(ig)

As it happens, the items for ALIVE are morphologically more complex in both

languages than those for DEAD, but they are derived from a verb ‘to live’ or a noun

‘life’, rather than from the adjectival opposite DEAD:

a-live prefix plus noun/adjective stem

leb-end(-ig) verb stem, plus participial suffix, plus adjectival suffix

This was real old English and German.  In Newspeak/Neusprech, one of the main

linguistic principles is that lexicons must be economical:  one adjective must suffice if

its opposite can be expressed through negation.  (Read George Orwell, 1984, especially
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the Appendix.)  Which of the two opposites would be sacrificed if English and German

were to become Newspeak/Neusprech?

dead – un-dead or alive – un-alive

tot – un-tot lebend(ig) – un-lebendig

Probably the left-hand solution would be preferred – which would suggest, perhaps

surprisingly, that ‘alive’ is considered a more complex notion than ‘dead’, since the

lexical expression of the former is based on that of the latter.

Possible further evidence, pointing in the same direction, is the preferred ordering in

“freezes”:

dead or alive, *alive or dead

tot oder lebendig, *lebendig oder tot

One general ordering principle in freezes is SIMPLE-before-COMPLEX.  But then, in

the case at hand, it might be phonological simplicity rather than conceptual simplicity

which decides:  SHORTER-before-LONGER.  (With the corresponding

nominalisations, the ordering is presumably based on EARLIER-before-LATER:  life

and death, *death and life;  Leben und Tod, *Tod und Leben.  There are many such

ordering principles, and often they are in competition.  The classic study of freezes, for

English, is W. E. Cooper & J. R. Ross 1975, World order. In Papers from the

Parasession on Functionalism, Chicago Linguistic Society, 63-111. Chicago: CLS.)

In other cases such questions about complexity have a clearer answer.   This is one of

them:  ‘wahr’ – ‘falsch’.  Again English and German have separate lexical items for the

opposites:

true – false

wahr – falsch

But there are also prefixal negatives, derived only from the ‘true’ word:
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un-true, *un-false

un-wahr, *un-falsch

And for designating the concept encompassing both opposites, the ‘true’ word too is

used as a base:

Did he tell the tru-th?  (i.e., Was what he said true or false?)

Hat er die Wahr-heit gesagt?

Nouns derived from the ‘false’ word – false-hood (or rather: lie), Falsch-heit (Lüge) –

would imply that the question is not a neutral one but one specifically about his having

told a lie.

It thus emerges that opposites such as ‘true’ and ‘false’ are not on a par:  one is

“unmarked”, conceptually less complex (‘true’), and the other “marked”, conceptually

more complex (‘false’).  There is a rich, and often controversial, literature on

markedness in grammar and lexicon.

For the time being, just try the Challenge “Wortkarg auf Neusprech”, separate PDF.

And, on derivational negation, read:

Jespersen, Otto (1917). Negation in English and Other Languages. (Det Kgl.

Danske Videnskabernes Selskab, Historisk-filologiske Meddelelser, I, 5.)

København: Høst.  (Again in Jespersen’s Selected Writings, 3-151. London:

Allen & Unwin, 1962.)

Zimmer, Karl E. (1964). Affixal Negation in English and Other Languages: An

Investigation of Restricted Productivity. (Supplement to Word, Monograph 5.)

New York.

Further challenge:  Can you find a real language where, like in Newspeak, only one of

the opposites ‘dead’ – ‘alive’ is expressed through a basic lexeme and the other opposite

is derived from it or otherwise based on it?

(I couldn’t;  see separate PDF, “ALIVE – DEAD – DIE – KILL”.)
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Is ‘dead’ – ‘alive’ a typical case?  Or are other opposites likelier to be expressed

derivationally rather than lexically?  For which opposites – such as the following, and

feel free to add more – can you easily find cases across languages where they are

derivationally related in Newspeak manner?

‘true’ – ‘false’ (true = not-false, false = not-true)

‘good’ – ‘bad’ (good = not-bad, bad = not-good)

‘beautiful’ – ‘ugly’ (beautiful = not-ugly, ugly = not-beautiful)

‘clean’ – ‘dirty’ (clean = not-dirty, dirty = not-clean)

‘fresh’ – ‘rotten’ (fresh = not-rotten, rotten = not-fresh)

‘new’ – ‘old’ (new = not old, old = not-new)

‘wise’ – ‘stupid’ (wise = not-stupid, stupid = not-wise)

‘big’ – ‘small’ (big = not-small, small = not-big)

 ‘deep’ – ‘shallow’ (deep = not-shallow, shallow = not-deep)

‘high’ – ‘low’ (high = not-low, low = not-high)

‘dressed’ – ‘naked’ (dressed = not-naked, naked = not-dressed)

‘full’ – ‘empty’ (full = not-empty, empty = not-full)

‘wet’ – ‘dry’ (wet = not-dry, dry = not-wet)

‘many’ – ‘few’ (many = not-few, few = not-many)

‘far’ – ‘near’ (far = not-near, near = not-far)

‘with’ – ‘without’ (with = not-without, without = not-with)

And a more complex pair:

‘possible’ – ‘necessary’ (possible that p = not-necessary that not p,

necessary that p = not possible that not p)

2. ‘dead’ – ‘die’

‘(being) dead’ is a state, ‘dying’ is a change of state, from the state of being not dead

(alive) to the state of being dead (not alive).  Clearly, changes of state are conceptually
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more complex than states:  they involve two states rather than only one, and a transition

between them happening in time.  (The same goes for position and change of position:

to sit on a sofa – to get up from a sofa;  to be in place X – to leave place Y for place X,

to arrive at place X from place Y.)  Thus, if the two concepts, ‘(being) dead’ and ‘die’,

were to be derivationally related to one another, the state expression ought to be basic

and the change-of-state expression to be derived.  There would in fact be two states

available on which to base the change-of-state expression:  the prior state (ALIVE) and

the end-state (DEAD), ‘to cease to be alive’ (cessative) and ‘to begin to be dead’

(inchoative), respectively.

Again, neither in English nor in German are the two notions related by synchronically

productive morphology;  we again find separate lexical items (formally not wholly

dissimilar in English, suggesting a link between die and dead in the past), the state

expression an adjective and the change-of-state expression a verb.  (Which is what you

expect as regards word classes:  adjective is the word class specialising in medium time-

stability, verb is the word class specialising in time-instability.  Nouns are for what is

most time-stable.)

dead – die

tot  – sterben

The relationship hinted at by English would have DEAD (state) derived from DIE

(change of state), rather than the other way round.   Of the two states involved in this

change of state – ALIVE and DEAD – DEAD is the end-state rather than the prior state.

DEAD is thus the result of DIE;  morphologically speaking, DEAD derived from DIE

would be a resultative.

Formal German has a non-basic verb for DIE, ab-leben:  this is a case of DIE (change

of state, conceptually more complex) being derivative of ALIVE (state, conceptually

less complex);  a cessative formation (prefix ab-), it is based on the prior state (verb

leben ‘to live’).
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Can you find further languages where such state (prior-state or end-state) and change-

of-state notions are morphologically related?

Further reading on the aspectual structure of death, an achievement of one subtype or

another:

Botne, Robert (2003). To die across languages: Toward a typology of

achievement verbs. Linguistic Typology 7: 233-278.

3. ‘die’ – ‘kill’

To kill is to perform an action, with typically an intentional and responsible and directly

involved agent causing a change of state of a patient from being not dead (alive) to

being dead.  Of course, trees can also kill when they fall on people in a storm, or guns

when they go off inadvertently.  Or I can kill you by omitting to do something, like

calling a doctor.  And causation need not be direct either:  the connection between

causing event and caused event can be very indirect – like when person A throws away

a banana skin and several days later person B slips on it, breaks a leg, is sent to hospital,

and some time later dies from necrosis;  much ink has been spilled (and not only by

linguists) on whether a verb such as kill is appropriately used in such cases of indirect

causation.  Whatever the precise circumstances, a killing is a more complex state of

affairs than a mere change of state (or of position):  there is an additional participant

(the agent or force) and an additional relation of causation.  Thus, if the two concepts

were to be derivationally related, the inchoative expression ought to be basic and the

causative expression to be derived.

While English again has a separate lexical item for the causative verb, German confirms

this expectation, at least insofar as the causative verb is based, not on the inchoative

verb, but on the corresponding stative adjective:

STATIVE INCHOATIVE CAUSATIVE

dead die kill

tot sterben töten
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It would be instructive to see how other languages deploy vocabulary and derivational

morphology to express these three related concepts, as well as other STAT–INCH–CAUS

triples.  Is it more common to derive KILL from DEAD or from DIE?  The other way

round, DEAD from DIE or from KILL?

Find out for yourselves.  Study books, dictionaries in this case.  (Not the thousands of

papers, from the 1970’s and after, with ‘kill’ and ‘cause to die’ in their titles.)  Or study

life:  that is, ask speakers of other languages;  there are lots of them at a university.

Of the 7 languages about which Nichols, Peterson, & Barnes 2004 (LT 8/2) provide

specific information, only one has DIE and KILL morphologically related:

• W. Armenian: related, but not derived from one another

• Russian:  unrelated

• Nanai:  unrelated

• Ingush: unrelated

• Hausa: unrelated

• O’odham: unrelated

• Mandarin: unrelated

I can add a further three languages, courtesy of Barıs Kabak and Paolo Acquaviva:

• Turkish related, with KILL öl-dür-mek kill-CAUS-INF derived from

DIE öl-mek die-INF, by productive causative suffixation.

(And my colleague was amazed to learn that this sort of thing is

not more common crosslinguistically.)

DEAD is öl-ü, with a stative suffix.

• Korean same as in Turkish (as established from authoritative dictionaries

by Barıs Kabak, who just can’t believe that this is rare)

• Old Tuscan, other Italo-Romance dialects

KILL zero-derived from DIE
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Again, see the separate PDF, “ALIVE – DEAD – DIE – KILL Questionnaire”.

On the little evidence I’ve been able to collect I conclude:

•  first, that it is very uncommon (unheard of) for languages to morphologically relate

ALIVE and DEAD;

•  second, that DEAD is more likely than ALIVE to be a basic, morphologically simple

word, with a verbal or nominal notion ‘to live’/’life’ as the typical base of ALIVE;

•  third, that it is not uncommon for languages to morphologically relate DEAD and

DIE, and that, if they do so, DEAD will be derived from DIE as a resultative, rather

than DIE from DEAD as an inchoative;

•  fourth, that it is uncommon for languages to morphologically relate ALIVE and DIE,

and that, if they do so, DIE will be derived from ALIVE as a cessative;

•  fifth, that it is not uncommon for languages to morphologically relate DEAD and

KILL, and that, if they do so, KILL will be derived from DEAD as an inchoative-

causative, rather than the other way round;

•  sixth, that it is uncommon, or at any rate not common, for languages to

morphologically relate DIE and KILL, either in causative or specially in decausative

direction.

But these conclusions need much firmer crosslinguistic grounding.  Further research is

required:  Do it yourself.

The preliminary moral, in a more general vein:  Even when the relationship between

concepts is a very regular and general one (such as negation, inchoative, resultative,

cessative, causative, decausative), this is no guarantee that a language will express it by

means of derivational morphology.  Perhaps on the contrary, the more cognitively and

culturally salient concepts are (and ALIVE – DEAD – DIE – KILL are very salient), the

likelier they are to be expressed through separate basic lexical items, however regular

and general the semantic relation between them.

Which brings me to a final reading recommendation:  Read up on the subject of

SUPPLETION.  Some references on a separate PDF.


